The SE literature is complex and immense. Most papers are rarely read so researchers and practitioners routinely miss important related work. Automatic active learners can help readers faster find more relevant works. But those tools offer no guidance on when to stop reading. Nor are those tools robust in the face of poor initial selection of papers, which leads to much longer reading time than average. This paper introduces the FAST 2 text miner that addresses these problems, as follows. Firstly, FAST 2 employs better tactics to quicker find a good initial set of relevant documents. As shown in this paper, with a little domain knowledge, FAST 2 can find quickly find highly informative sets of initial papers, which leads to far more robust results while, at the same time, having to read fewer papers (by an average of 10% to 40%).
INTRODUCTION
One of the major challenges in software engineering (SE) is the dissemination of research results. If researchers, and practitioners, cannot find and read relevant research papers then much of the work published at, say, ICSE'18 will be wasted.
Recent work describes technical methods for finding related work in the technical literature. Yu et al. [41] tested various fast-reading text miners from medicine [22, 36, 38] and legal reasoning [6] [7] [8] 13] . In that work, support vector machines (SVM) were incrementally updated whenever a human decided if a paper is relevant/irrelevant to some current research questions. The SVM then reflects over its own internal data structure to select the next most informative paper to review. By refactoring the prior state-of-the-art active learning methods, Yu et al. [41] created a new state-of-the-art SE reading tool which could find relevant SE papers faster than the prior stateof-the-art active learners.
Whilst an useful tool, Yu'16 [41] has two major problems: • how to start; i.e. how to control initial paper selection; • when to stop; i.e. how to know the number of relevant papers remain to be found? As to how to start, the solid lines in Figure 1 shows 30 trials with Yu'16 . Troublingly, the result is sensitive to poor selection of initial papers. For example, in up to one third of our results, poor initial selections of papers can lead to double or even the triple amount of papers read. Such lack of robustness arises when the percentage of relevant papers in the corpus is very low. In that case, random factors in the initial part of a reading process can lead to widely variant results. Accordingly, we explore various methods to avoid bad initial paper selection. We find that with little amount of domain knowledge correctly applied, the variance in reading time can be dramatically reduced. As an additional benefit, the methods that lead to better robustness, also reduce the total number of papers required to read by 10% to 40%.
As to when to stop, Yu et al. [41] offered no clues on how many more relevant papers there remains to find. This runs the risk of readers either stopping too early, say after finding a few dozen papers, even when there are many more papers to find; or stopping too late, causing unnecessary readings while there are no more relevant papers to find. We show in this paper that a new tool, called SEMI, can accurately estimate how many relevant papers remain to be found. Further, we can show that SEMI performs better than methods proposed by Wallace et al. [32] , the prior state-of-the-art in estimating the number of remaining relevant papers. Using the SEMI estimator, the review process can stop close to a target recall (0.95)-see the dashed lines in Figure 1 .
Overall, the novel contributions of this paper are: (1) a new tool called FAST 2 , that solves two open issues in prior fast reading tools, i.e. how to start and when to stop; (2) SEMI, an incremental, semi-supervised method for estimating the remaining number of relevant papers; (3) much less variance in the number of papers required to be read; (4) a 10-40% additional reduction (compared to prior state-of-theart tool) on the number of papers needed to be read; (5) a reproduction package with all this study's code and data 1 .
The rest of this paper offers a motivating example in Section 2, background notes and related works for solving the two mentioned problems in Section 3, technical details of the tested solutions in Section 4, experiment setup in Section 5, and results in Section 6. Threats to validity are analyzed in Section 7 and conclusions are provided in Section 8. • 0.23 to 0.33 citations from conferences 2 ;
• 0.17 to 0.27 citations from journals 3 . Given all the effort that goes into research papers, these numbers are discouragingly low. Accordingly, the goal of our research is to make it easier to quickly find relevant research in the SE literature. One explanation for many papers being ignored by subsequent literature is the effort required to find relevant papers. We take literature review datasets 4 from Yu et al. [41] as our case studies and show the statistics from those case studies in Table 1 . The important fact in Table 1 is that the prevalences of relevant papers |R|/|C | are very small; i.e. finding a few dozens of papers mean reading through thousands more. Unless we can tame the effort associated with skimming through thousands of papers in order to find the few papers that really matter, then relevant research will remain undiscovered, unacknowledged, uncited, and forgotten. Now consider the Hall dataset in Table 1 , where Hall et al. studies the performances of different defect prediction models from the year of 2000 to 2010 [14] . After searching through various on-line libraries, an initial set of papers C (|C | = 8991) was retrieved. The next task was to find the subset of relevant papers R ⊂ C. In this case, if all |C | = 8991 papers were reviewed, |R| = 106 relevant ones would be found.
Assume that the state-of-the-art reading tool from Yu et al. [41] was used to avoid the huge cost reviewing all |C | = 8991 papers. During that process, each time a paper x ∈ C get reviewed, it would be added into the current known set K with its label revealed. If that label was relevant (x ∈ R), x was also added into the subset R K = K ∩ R. Yu'16 utilizes random sampling to find the first relevant paper and then incrementally updates an SVM model with the current known papers K to suggest which paper to be reviewed next. Solid lines in Figure 1 shows the performance of Yu'16 in 30 trials of simulated reviews. In that figure, recall is |R K |/|R| and studies reviewed is |K |. By using Yu'16, only 350 (in median) papers need to be reviewed, instead of |C | = 8991, with a sacrifice of 5% recall (6 relevant papers missing). However, as discussed in the introduction, our reviewer may have encountered two problems when using Yu'16 : (a) a possibility of having to read too many papers (850 in worst case); (b) no explicit early stopping rule that can tell the reviewer when should the review stops (since |R| would be unknown).
In this paper, we solve the above problems by (a) using better tactics to guide the collection of repeats. It has two problems: 1) reading stops when 95% recall is reached, which is an impractical stopping rule given the total number of relevant papers unknown; 2) poor robustness-small changes to the initial training collection may double the number of papers to be read. Dashed lines show the results on same dataset, for 30 repeats with the new techniques in this paper applied. The above two problems are solved: 1) SEMI stopping rule (stops when |R K | ≥ 0.95|R E |) successfully stops the review at recall close to 0.95; and 2) gap between worst and median case results becomes negligible.
an estimator SEMI with K to estimate |R| with |R E | (so review can stop when |R K | ≥ 0.95|R E | 5 ).
The dashed lines of Figure 1 demonstrate the benefits of this revised review process, which is our new tool FAST 2 . In this process, a simple keyword search of "defect, prediction" is applied for building up the initial training set. Note that the revised process becomes robust to random trials given that the variances in the total number of read papers are negligible. Note also, that reading in dashed lines reaches 95% recall with 20% fewer studies reviewed than solid lines. The reading process also successfully stops close to 95% recall in dashed lines. This demonstrates that the SEMI estimator is accurate and can be applied as a stopping rule. Comparing to reading all candidate papers, if FAST 2 was applied, 8501 fewer papers (for abstract review) can be reviewed, which is about 142-hour work 6 .
BACKGROUND NOTES 3.1 Selecting Relevant Papers
Selecting relevant papers to read is a task that is relevant and useful for many domains. In legal reasoning, attorneys are paid to review millions of documents trying to find evidence to some case. This process is referred to as electronic discovery and researchers in legal reasoning applied text mining to help with this process [6] [7] [8] 13] .
In evidence based medicine, researchers review medical publications to gather evidence for support of a certain medical practice or phenomenon. The selection of related medical publications among thousands of candidates returned by some search string is called citation screening. Text mining methods are also applied to reduce the review effort in citation screening [22, 32, 33, [35] [36] [37] [38] .
In software engineering, Kitchenham et al. recommend systematic literature reviews to be standard procedure in researches [16, 19] . In systematic literature reviews, the process of selecting relevant papers is referred to as primary study selection when SE researchers review titles, abstracts, sometimes full texts of candidate primary studies to find the ones that are relevant to their research questions [16, 17] . SE researchers have investigated various techniques, e.g. snowballing and pilot search, to increase the completeness of the selected relevant papers [19] . Snowballing specifically, is a widely studied technique [11, 15, 39] , which takes advantage of the relevance connection between papers and their references, could find relevant papers missed by keyword search. However, the review process still takes up much time and effort when thousands of candidate primary studies are reviewed manually by researchers [2] . To facilitate this process, text mining methods are designed to reduce the review effort while still keep as much of the completeness as possible [41] . One concern about reducing review effort with text mining is the possible missing papers since only a small portion of the papers have been reviewed. Such concern is less worrisome when considering the following facts provided by Wohlin and Runeson et al. [40] : a) even with thorough reviews, reviewers will not find same papers; b) the same general conclusions may still be reached even if the papers found are not the same. Therefore we recommend text mining methods for reduced review efforts.
Text Mining to Select Relevant Papers
Active learning is the key algorithm applied in text mining methods for selecting relevant papers. It learns from human reviews and make suggestions about which to review next [29] . In these methods, human reviewers read a stream of documents and classify each one as relevant or irrelevant; machine learners use feedback from the human opinion to incrementally learn their models; these models are then used to sort the stream of documents such that the humans read the most informative ones first.
These active learning methods have been studied and applied in many fields. In software engineering, Yu et al. [41] investigated and refined the prior state-of-the-art active learning methods from evidence-based medicine [22, 38] and electronic discovery [6] to create a new state-of-the-art tool, which performs statistically better than either of these existing methods on SE primary study selections. This tool utilizes three different query strategies: (1) Choose query strategy depending on the current number of relevant studies found
Select N studies with the current query strategy.
(3) Ask human reviewer to review the selected studies and label each as relevant or irrelevant. (4) Go to 1) and repeat. In the above, Yu et al. [41] used N , M = 10, 30.
Although Yu et al. [41] showed that this tool can find more relevant studies by reviewing smaller amount of the candidate ones, there are two major problems impairing the implementation this reading tool in practical reviews: • How to start: starting with random sampling seems stupid and unnecessary. There are different forms of domain knowledge that can be applied to boost the initial collection of training examples with fewer studies need to be reviewed than random sampling as well as a more definite review process (better robustness). • When to stop: ideally, it is suggested to stop reviewing when 95% of the relevant studies have been found [4] . However, this stopping rule is impractical without knowing the total number of relevant studies |R|.
How to Start
Despite the fact that the state-of-the-art SE reading tool proposed by Yu et al. [41] can save time on reading papers, it uses a very simple method (random sampling) to find the first relevant example.
There is such potential of saving even more time by applying domain knowledge of the reviewer to boost that early step. However, no matter what form of domain knowledge applied, a common issue will be raised when random sampling is replaced; i.e. how to collect unbiased irrelevant examples. Random sampling is a great way to collect unbiased irrelevant examples, without it, the training data collected by domain knowledge guided review, uncertainty sampling, or certainty sampling are all biased and lead to a deteriorated performance when used for training. The solution for this problem is called presumptive non-relevant examples (shortened as PRESUME in the rest of this paper) from Cormack and Grossman, 2015 [7] . Each time before training, it randomly samples from the unlabeled examples and presumes the sampled examples to be irrelevant in training. The rationale behind this technique is that given the low prevalence of relevant examples, it is likely that most of the presumed ones are irrelevant. PRESUME works even better with Yu'16 tool since aggressive undersampling, a data balancing method applied in their tool, will likely remove the wrongly presumed ones from the training set. Enabled by PRESUME, different forms of domain knowledge can be applied to boost the initial step of Yu'16 tool. Here, we explore different approaches that researchers have investigated to inject such domain knowledge into the review process.. As a baseline, in Yu et al. [41] , random sampling is applied before any relevant example has been found. It acts as the most conservative way to find the first relevant example and also provides unbiased samples of irrelevant studies. In 2015, Cormack and Grossman [7] ICSE'18, May 2018, Gothenburg, Sweden Zhe Yu and Tim Menzies investigated three different ways to utilize different forms of domain knowledge for a better collection of initial training data:
• Auto-BM25: keyword search and rank the unlabeled examples with their corresponding BM25 scores, review in descending order of BM25 scores. • Auto-Syn: a synthetic document is created, with domain knowledge from the reviewer, to act as the first relevant example and train the classifier directly. • Auto-Rand: a random relevant study is selected as the seed training set (assuming that the reviewer already know one of the relevant studies). Note that Auto-Rand can be considered as a special (and less common) case of Auto-Syn and the performance of Auto-Rand is no better, if not worse, than that of Auto-Syn according to Cormack and Grossman's results [7] . Therefore Auto-Rand will not be explored in this study.
The Auto-BM25 and Auto-Syn techniques developed by Cormack and Grossman require little amount of domain knowledge (keywords for Auto-BM25 can be even simpler than those used in searching while the synthetic document for Auto-Syn can be as simple as one sentence describing the topic of the review) and can be applied to almost every literature reviews. Besides these two forms of domain knowledge, there is one special scenario that naturally provides more precise domain knowledge-updating an existing literature review. This is not a rare scenario, SE researchers update their literature reviews periodically to include new evidences, e.g. Connolly et al. carried out a systematic review with primary studies selected on the topic of computer games and serious games in 2012 [5] . Four years later, he updated his result [1] . Many different methods (including VTM [12] , forward snowballing [11] , and supervised learning [28, 34] ) have been made to utilize the data from previously completed reviews and boosting the new review. In this study, we investigate the most direct way (what we call UPDATE) to utilize the old review data-simply import all the labeled examples as if those have been reviewed and continue with active learning. Note that not only data from the same review can be imported, it is also possible to import data from other completed literature reviews studying the same topic. For example, when Wahono selected primary studies to analyze the research trends, datasets, methods and frameworks of software defect prediction in 2015 [30] , the results from Hall et al. on software fault prediction performance in 2012 [14] could be applied to facilitate the selection.
When to Stop
When to stop is a critical problem while applying active learning on literature reviews. If the reading stops too early, it may end up with missing too many relevant studies. On the other hand, if the reading stops too late, review effort might be wasted since no new relevant studies can be found as the review goes on. Yu et al. [41] and many other works [22, 38] focus on generating the best reading curve and do not discuss the stopping rule. The only two applicable stopping rules found in literature are: a) stop when running out of budget; b) read through all candidate studies (but the subsequent process can happen early given that most relevant studies have been found in the early stage of the reading process) [27] . These stopping rules are far from optimum and we show below that a better stopping rule, called SEMI, can be learned and updated by considering both labeled and unlabeled data during the review process.
According to Cohen et al. [4] , we want the reading to stop at 95% recall. To achieve this, we must first know the true number of relevant studies in the pool. Therefore, the solution to the "when to stop" problem relies on a good class probability estimator which can tell the reviewer a) what is the probability of being relevant for the study selected to be reviewed; b) how many relevant studies have not been found. Challenges for building such a class probability estimator include the class imbalance of training data [31] and the bias incurred by sampling with active learning 7 [32] .
Wallace et al. designed a class probability estimator in 2012 [31] and applied it to estimate the prevalence of relevant studies in 2013 [32] . This estimator overcomes the class imbalance by undersampling the majority class examples [31] and corrects the prevalence bias by inverse-weighting the class probability on the labeled data [32] . Wallace et al. also utilized a Horvitz-Thompson estimator to help in early-stage prevalence estimation. Although the prevalence estimator does not works as good as the estimation by uniform random sampling, it preserves the ability to retrieve more relevant studies with fewer studies reviewed [32] . However, this estimator still cannot be applied for stopping rule because of its two major drawbacks:
• Wallace et al. did not consider using their estimation as a stopping rule. The estimation itself is less accurate than a estimation made by uniform random sampling. • The query (sampling) strategy is changed to sampling ∝ probabilities, which although works better than uniform random sampling, is worse than most of the active learning query strategies (including that of Yu'16).
METHODS
In this section, we describes the datasets we used as test platforms and provide technical details on the methods explored for determining how to start and when to stop. Some of the methods (e.g. SEMI and UPDATE) are novel technical contribution of this paper and have not appeared in prior publications, while others (e.g. Auto-BM25 and Auto-Syn) are existing techniques which have not been applied to SE literature reviews yet. FAST 2 applies the winners of those methods to achieve a better reading tool than the current state-of-the-art one Yu'16 [41] .
Datasets
Since most of our results are compared with the results in Yu et al. [41] , we use their provided datasets for a fair comparison, as shown in applied for other three datasets 8 and the rest part of every dataset is treated as completed reviews with a known set of relevant papers.
Techniques for Better Initial Selection of Papers
Yu et al. [41] utilized an active learning schema to avoid reviewing unnecessary candidate studies. It has been proved to be an efficient method to find relevant studies fast. However, it utilizes no domain knowledge and random sampling is applied until the first relevant example is found. This random sampling process leads to a waste of review effort and causes large variances in performance due to the low prevalence of relevant examples. Various techniques that apply different forms of domain knowledge for finding the first relevant example will be explored and all built on the following core techniques:
• PRESUME: refers to presumptive non-relevant examples [7] . Before training the SVM model, random sampling from unlabeled example and temporarily label them as irrelevant. These temporary labels are only used for training once. This is a critical technique which deals with the bias in irrelevant training examples. Every tactic we explore bellow (other than the baseline method RANDOM) applies PRESUE. • BM25: a ranking function providing scores for documents based on their relevance to a search query. The score is calculated based on tf-idf [25] . Given a search query Q = {q 1 , q 2 , . . . , q n }, the 8 BM25 score is calculated as
where f (q j , i) is term q j 's term frequency in document i, l i is the length of document i, and avдdl is the average document length in the collection C. k 1 and b are free variables, here, we choose K 1 = 1.5, b = 0.75. IDF (q j ) is the inverse document frequency weight of term q j and it is computed as:
IDF (q j ) = loд |C | − n(q j ) + 0.5 n(q j ) + 0.5 . • Syn: reviewers synthesize an example relevant document based on their domain knowledge [7] . • IMPORT: import labeled data as if those have been reviewed.
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• DISCARD: discard the imported data and use only the data from current review for training. Utilizing the above techniques, tactics in Table 3 are explored and compared in this study. For the actual domain knowledge applied for each dataset, we use the terms shown in Table 4 . For Auto-BM25, we select two or three keywords from the original search string; for Auto-Syn, we select the title of the source publication for each dataset; for UPDATE and REUSE, we import data from previous review if available (Half datasets), otherwise from review that we think has similar topic.
SEMI: A New Estimator for "When to Stop"
When the review stops, the reviewer wants to make sure that there is no or very few relevant examples in the large, unreviewed pool. An estimator that can estimate the total number of relevant studies in the early stage can be very helpful to guide the reviewer for "when to stop". The estimator designed by Wallace et al. in 2013 consists of the following: • Probability prediction: fit a sigmoid function on the current labeled data K with SVM decision function as inputs and labels as outputs.
where f i is the SVM decision function and P(y i | f i ) is the probability prediction of being relevant. • Sampling ∝ probabilities: apply probability prediction to decide which study to be reviewed next.
where z i is the probability of study i being sampled for review and B is the average batch size (set to be 10 in our experiments). Add i to S if i K.
• Probability prediction estimator:
. Here we design a new estimator SEMI which fits a semi-supervised logistic regressor which utilizes not only the labeled data, but also the unlabeled data. Another advantage of SEMI estimator is that it does not require a different query strategy, instead, it works alongside with the state-of-the-art query strategy in Yu'16 (updates the estimation each time the SVM model is retrained) and thus benefits from the review effort reduction Yu'16 algorithm provides. To achieve the above advantages, SEMI utilizes a recursive Tempo-raryLabel technique. Each time the SVM model is retrained, SEMI assigns temporary "irrelevant" labels to unlabeled data points and builds a logistic regression model on the temporary labeled data. It then uses the obtained model to predict on the unlabeled data and updates the temporary labels. This process is repeated until converge. Algorithm 1 shows how SEMI works where the LogisticRegression function is implemented with scikit-learn, and its regularization 
EXPERIMENTS
Experiments were carried out as simulations on the datasets discussed in Section 4.1. During the simulated review process, true labels were provided from the datasets when asked for human oracles. In such a manner, the experiments were repeatable and with the same random seed, different treatments could be compared fairly on the same basis. Experiments were designed specifically to answer the following research questions. RQ1: How to start? Every starting tactics listed in Table 3 were compared. For the baseline treatment RANDOM, the simulation was exactly the same as that in Yu et al. [41] . For other treatments, the process after finding the first relevant example was kept the same as Yu'16 with PRESUME added before training. Same as the work of Yu et al. [41] , performances were evaluated by X95 and WSS@95 scores where
We used X95 to rank different treatments while WSS@95 demonstrates how much review effort can be saved. The domain knowledge provided for each treatment on different dataset was listed in Table 4. As recommended by Mittas & Angelis in their 2013 IEEE TSE paper [21] , Scott-Knott analysis were applied to cluster and rank the performance (X95) of each treatment. It clusters treatments with little difference in performance together and rank each cluster with the median performances [26] . As suggested by Yu et al. [41] , nonparametric hypothesis tests are applied to handle the non-normal distribution. Specifically, Scott-Knott decided two methods are not of little difference if both bootstrapping [9] and an effect size test [3] agreed that the difference is statistically significant (99% confidence) and not a negligible effect (Cliff's Delta ≥ 0.147).
RQ2: When to stop? Firstly, SEMI was compared with the Wallace'13 estimators for the task of estimating the prevalence of relevant examples (|R|/|C |) on the four full datasets. Results from uniform random sampling 9 were also provided as a baseline. A better estimator should provide closer estimation to the true prevalence and converge earlier (provides a stable estimation with fewer studies reviewed).
Once the SEMI estimator had been proved to be accurate, it was applied as a stopping rule. Reviews were simulated on four full datasets and stopped when |R K | ≥ 0.95|R E |. Note that R E was calculated each time the learner was retrained. Performances of this new stopping rule were analyzed by comparing with those results stopping at |R K | ≥ 0.95|R| (the ideal stopping point).
RESULTS
RQ1: How to start? Table 5 shows the results of different starting tactics on four full datasets and four half datasets. The domain knowledge applied is described in Table 4 . For Kitchenham (Full) dataset, UPDATE and REUSE are not tested since there is no data similar to the Kitchenham topic that can be imported as domain knowledge. Each experiment is repeated for 30 times with random seed ranging from 0 to 29. Only medians and iqrs (75-25th percentile, smaller iqr means less variances) are shown in this table. On each dataset, different starting tactics are compared by their X95 and WSS@95 scores (X95 smaller the better, WSS@95 larger the better). Scott-Knott analysis is applied on the 30 repeats results and RANDOM is used as a baseline. Tactics with best rank in Scott-Knott analysis are colored in green ; tactics with the better rank than the baseline RANDOM are colored in yellow ; and tactics rank even worse than the baseline RANDOM are colored in red .
In Table 5 , if Scott-Knott analysis ranks some tactics the best on one dataset, we color them in green ; if tactics are ranked not best but still better than the baseline (RANDOM) tactic, they are colored in yellow ; if tactics are ranked even worse than the baseline (RANDOM) tactic, they are colored in red .
With these color codes and the detailed results in Table 5 , we reach the following conclusions: Figure 2 : Results for prevalence estimation (|R E |/|C |) with each row on one different dataset. SEMI uses Yu'16 as query strategy while Wallace'13 utilizes sampling ∝ probabilities as query strategy. Estimation from uniform random sampling works as a baseline. The first column shows the effectiveness of different query strategies where one strategy outperforms another if it reaches higher recall with fewer studies reviewed. Yu'16 (in blue) relevant finds papers much faster than uniform random sampling (in red) or sampling ∝ probabilities (in green) which is the query strategy required by Wallace estimator [32] . The second column demonstrates effectiveness of different estimators where one estimator is more accurate than another if its estimation is closer to the true prevalence (in gray) with fewer studies reviewed. SEMI estimator (in blue) estimates not only more accurate than the Wallace estimator (in green) but also the estimation from uniform random sampling (in red).
• Auto-BM25 is suggested as the overall best tactic and this is also the only tactic which consistently performs better than the baseline tactic RANDOM (top rank in 5 out of 8 datasets, second rank in the rest datasets). The only domain knowledge required is to choose two or three keywords which are usually obvious from the search string. • UPDATE is a reliable tactic when data from the same topic review are available (top rank in 3 out of 7 datasets, worst rank in one dataset when imported data is misleading, second rank in the rest datasets). It is also consistently better than RANDOM except for the results on Radjenović (Full) dataset when the imported data is on topic of "defect prediction" but the target topic is "defect prediction metrics". In contrast to the performance on Radjenović (Full) dataset, data imported from same topic (Hall and Wahono) leads to top rank performances. This suggests that UPDATE can be applied in these two scenarios: 1) when updating a previous review; 2) when data from a review with same topic (like Hall and Wahono) is available. • Auto-Syn is not recommended because 1) it requires human experts to synthesize example relevant text, which is less welcome than keywords or some existing data; 2) the quality of the synthesized example may affect the performance a lot, thus leads to unstable results (performs the best on two datasets but also performs worst on four datasets). Overall, Auto-Syn can be treated as a depreciated version of Auto-BM25. • REUSE, which is UPDATE+DISCARD, is not recommended because it ranks worse than UPDATE in 6 out of 7 datasets and only ranks better than UPDATE in Hall (Half) dataset. Overall, REUSE is a depreciated version of UPDATE in performance. • RANDOM is not suggested since domain knowledge as trivial as two or three keywords can save 10-30% more review efforts.
Answer to RQ 1 Overall, we suggest Auto-BM25 as the most effective starting tactic for finding the first relevant example, meanwhile, if data from reviews with same topic (or the same review previously completed) are available, UPDATE can also be a good approach. By applying such tactics, the review cost can be reduced by 10-40% on the basis of Yu'16 with negligible variances.
RQ2: When to stop?
Before Applying SEMI as a stopping rule, the accuracy of its estimation is first tested against that of the prior state-of-the-art estimator-Wallace'13 estimator. Figure 2 shows the performances of different estimators. The first column in Figure 2 demonstrates the effectiveness of different query strategies. Suggested by these results, Yu'16 (in blue) outperforms sampling ∝ probabilities (in green) and uniform random sampling (in red) since it achieves same recall with much fewer studies reviewed. The second column demonstrates effectiveness of different estimators. SEMI estimator (in blue) estimates not only more accurate than the Wallace'13 estimator (in green) but also the estimation from uniform random sampling (in red). Clearly, SEMI is a better estimator than the state-of-the-art Wallace'13 estimator since both its query strategy and its estimation are better.
Then we apply SEMI as the stopping rule and compare it against the theoretical best (but impractical) stopping rule. Results are shown in Table 6 where the "True" stopping rule (|R K | ≥ 0.95|R|) is the theoretical best (but never achievable) stopping rule [4, 41] and SEMI stops when |R K | ≥ 0.95|R E |. We compare our SEMI stopping rule with the theoretical best stopping point so that we would know how much space we have for improvement in future works. For the first three datasets, SEMI overestimates the number of relevant studies a bit and thus stops reading later than the "True" stopping rule. As a result, on Wahono and Hall datasets, SEMI retrieves more relevant studies and reaches higher final recall with a cost of more studies reviewed; on Radjenović dataset, SEMI retrieves same amount of relevant studies with 160(/175) more studies reviewed. On Kitchenham dataset, on the other hand, SEMI underestimates the number of relevant studies and thus stops review earlier than the "True" stopping rule. It retrieves 4(/5) fewer relevant studies but reviews 225(/380) fewer studies. Note that with the stopping rule changed to SEMI, the conclusion from RQ1 still holds that Auto-BM25 and UPDATE outperforms RANDOM by either reviewing fewer studies or retrieving more relevant ones. The only burden SEMI brings in is its training time. Basically, by applying SEMI, the training time is doubled comparing to that of Yu'16 (average training time increases from 1s to 2s with 1s to train SVM and 1s to train SEMI).
Answer to RQ 2
With our proposed estimator SEMI, we suggest the review to stop when |R K | ≥ 0.95|R E |. We have shown in our results that the proposed stopping rule is able to stop the review close to the theoretical best stopping point.
Combining the results above, we propose our new reading tool FAST 2 which is built on top of Yu'16 tool [41] and also includes the following features: • a SEMI estimator which tells the reviewer how many relevant papers are there in the pool; • an interface for keyword search with BM25 ranking as well as an interface for importing data from other reviews.
THREATS TO VALIDITY
There are several validity threats to the design of this study [10] . Any conclusions made from this work must be considered with the following issues in mind: Conclusion validity focuses on the significance of the treatment. It applies to our analysis of which treatment works best for "how ICSE'18, May 2018, Gothenburg, Sweden Zhe Yu and Tim Menzies to start". Although the suggested treatment Auto-BM25 performs consistently better than RANDOM, it is not always the best treatment on every dataset.
Internal validity focuses on how sure we can be that the treatment actually caused the outcome. This applies to our analysis of which treatment works best for "how to start" since the domain knowledge applied are decided by the authors and different domain knowledge might lead to different outcomes.
Construct validity focuses on the relation between the theory behind the experiment and the observation. In this work, we evaluate different treatments with a target of reaching 0.95 recall. Although it is right now the widely accepted target for active learning based literature reviews [4, 23] , either increasing or decreasing the required final recall may result in different ranking of treatments.
External validity concerns how well the conclusion can be applied outside. All the conclusions in this study are drawn from the experiments running on four software engineering systematic literature review datasets generated from Hall, Wahono, Radjenović, and Kitchenham [14, 18, 24, 30] . Therefore, such conclusions may not be applicable to data sets of different scenarios, e.g., citation screening from evidence based medicine or TAR from e-discovery. Such bias threatens any classification experiment. The best any researcher can do is to document that bias then make available to the general research community all the materials used in a study (with the hope that other researchers will explore similar work on different data sets). To this end, we have published all our codes and data at https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.852663. Also, in these experiments, we assume that the human reviewer is always correct. In practice, this assumption cannot hold and problems such as disagreement between reviewers or concept drift (in which reviewers disagree with themselves as time passes) may occur. We intend to explore this matter in the near future. Finally, the parameters used in this study are taken from Yu et al. [41] . Tuning/tweaking such parameters might lead to different conclusions.
CONCLUSIONS
Unless other people can find our researches, we will risk our work being unacknowledged, uncited, and forgotten. One large barrier for finding related researches is the effort of selecting papers to read. A systematically scheduled review usually requires researchers to review thousands of papers to find the dozens of papers relevant to their research and this usually costs weeks to months of work. Stateof-the-art reading support tool called from Yu et al. [41] reduces the that effort by applying active learning methods.
Our analysis of the current state-of-the-art reading tool Yu'16 is that it has two major limitations: 1) it is not robust to bad initial training collections, which leads to a high variance in performance when initial training data are collected through random sampling; 2) it does not have a feasible stopping rule as the stopping by 95% recall is impractical given the total number of relevant studies unknown. Accordingly, in this paper we extend the work of Yu et al. [41] by applying different forms of domain knowledge to boost the slow start of their tool, and designing an estimator for the total number of relevant studies.
Our results suggested that 1) with a little domain knowledge (two or three keywords or data from related reviews), we can further improve the state-of-the-art result by reading 10% to 40% fewer studies with much better robustness. 2) By training a logistic regressor with semi-supervised learning, we can estimate the number of relevant studies accurately (better than the state-of-the-art estimator Wallace'13 [32] ) in early stage, thus providing a reliable stopping rule. Based on these results, our conclusion is to use keywords search (or importing data from related reviews if available) for finding the first relevant example, and train the SEMI estimator, stop review when |R K | ≥ 0.95|R E |. With the new approaches, we proposed our new reading tool FAST 2 , which achieved the following: (1) large improvement on the robustness of reading process;
(2) 10-40% improvement on the amount of papers need to read;
(3) an accurate estimator of number of relevant studies; (4) a feasible stopping rule based on the estimator.
Considering the problems raised in Section 7, our future works will focus on the following aspects:
• Our conclusions are drawn from only four SE literature review datasets, which may incur sampling bias. In future work, we will validate the results on more datasets including those from medicine and legal domains. • Currently the target for active learning based review is to achieve 95% recall.
It is an open and interesting problem whether there exists an efficient way to retrieve the rest 5% relevant studies. • The magic parameters are selected based on expert suggestions.
Tuning is challenging for this active learning schema since the available labeled data are limited and can only be obtained at cost. How to design a feasible tuning schema with the limited resource and how to avoid overfitting can be difficult problems but solving such problems provides great value to the domain. • What if the reviewers make mistakes? How likely do human reviewers label studies incorrectly? What types of studies are more likely to be labeled incorrectly? To what extend can our method tolerant such mistakes? How to correct such mistakes efficiently? These are all interesting problems worth exploring. • What about having multiple reviewers? Another scenario of interest is teams of people reading papers and deciding if they are relevant or not. In future work, we will explore this scenario. That exploration will have to find innovative ways to handle disputes between different reviewers.
